
 

 

 

THE COVID19 PANDEMIC  
“it’s a killer disease-nay, a plague” 

miktaabulhaq 

 
 

For a long, long time I’ve been telling almost everyone that this whole hype over this 

coronavirus thing is all a hoax. I mean, just think about it: 

 It is nothing more than a flu. In South Africa and many other counties, it is 

currently flu season… and bingo- out comes a certain virus with the exact same 

symptoms. And how did it come about? Wait for it………….. someone ate a bat- 

which was been eaten for a long time in china, but now suddenly a virus comes 

forth. 



 For so many years, many other sicknesses with greater consequences and fatality 

rate have come about- but no lockdowns were imposed. But out comes this flu, 

and the whole world just basically stops!.. there’s definitely something sinister 

behind the whole thing. 

 From Jan 2020 to Apr 2020, there were 46,438 deaths worldwide attributed to 

the virus. In the same time period; 121,998 deaths were attributed to the 

seasonal flu that comes around every year. So why didn’t anyone impose a 

lockdown for the flu all these years? 

 Doctors and nurses themselves have stated that they do not know what exactly 

they are looking for when testing for the `virus`. All that they know is only that 

which WHO and other governmental organisations told them about it. The same 

symptoms found in a flu is said to be its symptoms. 

 Independent scientists who made research on this ‘virus’ have stated that it is 

nothing short than a flu. They cannot find anything unique about it. 

 Anyone saying anything about the virus which is contrary to what the 

governments and WHO tell us, he is shut up, and even locked-up… why such 

extremes?  

 Any doctor will tell you that if a sickness has to break out in an area, the people 

should mix with others, with taking precautions obviously, to immunise the body 

against the sickness. None sanction a lockdown. 



 Etcetra etcetra…….. there’s just too much evidence pointing to the fake made up 

nature of this virus……. Look on the net, you’ll find them all. The purpose of this 

document is not to detail all the inconsistencies, but, well, you see, whenever I 

spoke to people about how fake this whole saga is, they always brushed me off 

by saying-“oh, how do you explain the great number of deaths then?”. So I found 

all these posts on different social media platforms, and hence present them to 

you to show you how fake it is… the death numbers they attribute are made 

up!!!!   

 

You don’t believe me??? Read on, and soon you will: 
 

 



















































































































































































































 


